
Witnesses, Competence, Compellability and Privilege 
- So important to know:

• What sort of capacity is required before a person can give evidence?— competence

• Who can be made to (or compelled) to give evidence by serving them with a 
subpoena or a witness summons and some conduct money?—compellability

- Is there any way an otherwise competent and compelled witness can avoid having to 
give evidence?

• S18 EA

- Once these issues have been resolved and let’s say the witness is giving evidence, in 
what circumstances can they refuse to answer a question ie. withheld information from 
the court?

• When the response is protected by privilege.

COMPETENCE

- Historically at CL, a wide range of people were not competent to give evidence.

• Atheists

• Person convicted of an infamous crime

• Person with an interest in the case

• Parties in civil cases

• Accused in criminal cases

• Spouses of the parties

- Over time most of these categories were made competent by legislation.

- The general test for competence then related to the oath that a witness swears before 
giving evidence.

• Test was: does the witness understand the nature and consequences of the oath?

- ALRC review of evidence— split competence into three:

• Psychological competence— does the witness have the capacity to understand 
questions and give rational responses.

• Physical competence— the mechanical ability to understand and be understood.



• Legal competence— certain classes of people are not competent (eg. accused is not 
competent to give evidence for the prosecution).

- Witnesses

- At CL you had to be able to swear the oath and understand sufficiently it’s nature and 
significance.

• The legal effect of swearing the oath was and remains that the witness was subject to 
a charge of perjury if they lie whilst giving their evidence under oath.

- No longer relevant as we live in a secular society governed by the rule of law.

• ALRC said the oath was more a test of religious and moral understanding.

- Also highlighted that children may not understand oath but may still be able to 
answer questions.

- Requirement to take an oath and understand it’s nature and significance is an indirect 
test of psychological competence.

• Must understand concept of a lie which requires cognitive development.

- ALRC approach:

• A witness is to give evidence of factual matters so the fact-finder can make a decision.

- To do that a witness needs to be able to understand questions and respond to them 
rationally.

• Did not want to get rid of the oath but to focus on what the witness must do to perform 
their role.

- ALRC also considered different groups who’s competency may be questioned (or 
downright rejected).

• Children aged 0-2— Develops ability to recognise objects, starts to understand 
causality.

• Children aged 2-7— Language development, simple concepts, difficulty with time, less 
able to draw conclusions. Can give evidence to simple factual questions.

• Children aged 7-11— Logical with concrete objects, difficulty with abstract ideas, 
better perception, more language. Influenced by verbal cues (no leading questions).

• Children aged 11-15— Can solve problems in head, can reason.

• Extreme old age— Long term memory may be affected, reasoning generally intact.

• Mental health issues—Depends on illness. Depression fine, delusional states not.



• People with trouble expressing themselves— Arrangements can be made, s30 
interpreters and s31 deaf and mute witnesses (sign language).

Evidence Act Approach to Competence and Compellability

- Starting point— everyone is competent

• Rebuttable presumption.

- s12— everyone is prima facie considered competent and therefore compellable.

- s21— Must take oath or affirmation

• Witnesses’ choice (s23).

• Oath binding one made, no matter what.

- s189—Judge will decide on competency/ compellability (if challenged) in voir dire.

• s142 the standard of proof will be on the balance of probabilities.

- General

- s13(1)— Person not competent if they cannot:

• (a) Understand question about a fact; or (b) Be understood to be giving an answer.

• And that capacity cannot be overcome (eg. deaf/ language difficulties, an interpreter 
can be obtained.

• (2) Can still give evidence about other facts.

- s13(3)— Person not competent to give any evidence if doesn’t understand obligation to 
give truthful evidence.

• (5) Can give unsworn evidence instead.

- It’s important to tell the truth.

- If you don’t know or can’t remember, then tell the court.

- (Leading questions without being lead essentially).

- The impaired, children

- s189(1)(c)— Judge makes preliminary assessment on witness competency.

• s13(6) It is presumed, unless the contrary is proved, that a person is not incompetent 
because of this section.

• s13(8)— assess competence as thinks fit, use expert evidence if needed.


